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The Real KongQ: Is a swipe gesture as well as a double tap to refresh a webView in swift 4? I
am building a chat app and after seeing a post I noticed that there is a tutorial showing how to
perform a swipe gesture as well as a double tap to refresh a webView. However, in the tutorial
they are using swift 3 code, so I was wondering if in Swift 4 the following code would work?
self.webView.load(URLRequest(url: URL(string: "...."))!) self.view.layoutIfNeeded() A: You
can find this line of code at ViewController let url = URL(string: "...")! let request =
URLRequest(url: url) self.webView.load(request) Also you should of course just use! because
the url isn't built. Q: Error NODE_ENV must be either production or development I am
building a new feature in my local project using nodemon and react-scripts. I used the create-
react-app to get started. I am using React.js and In the development enviornment I set the
NODE_ENV to development. In the production enviroment I set the NODE_ENV to
production as following (must be done in the production.babel.rc file) { "presets": [ [ "env", {
"modules": false, "targets": { "node": 12 } } ], "react-app" ], "env": { "NODE_ENV":
"production" } } In the project there are several files in the src directory that use webpack
and react-scripts. I am using the code below to run the scripts. npm run build && react-scripts
start I also have two scripts that run the files found in the src directory. I included the scripts
above. I am using the react-scripts cli. The problem is that, every
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